Umbrellabagger.com Announces Low Price Guarantee on All Wet Umbrella
Bag Stands
Umbrellabagger.com announces 100% Price Match Guarantee and complimentary shipping on
all wet umbrella bag stands and automatic wrappers.
Miami, FL (PRWEB) January 28, 2014 -- Anticipate spring showers and prevent rain-related accidents with allnew wet umbrella bag stands and automatic wrappers, now available on UmbrellaBagger.com. In preparation
for spring, Umbrella Bagger has announced complimentary shipping and a 100% Price Match Guarantee for all
online orders.
Property owners are invited to browse the industry's most advanced line of umbrella storage and safety
equipment, designed exclusively for retail outlets, hotels, hospitals, grocery stores, and other commercial
facilities that are committed to providing a superior level of customer service and experience.
Umbrellabagger.com showcases a highly specialized product line that covers a wide range of needs. Products
range from simple stands to high-end automatic umbrella wrappers, ensuring that businesses can quickly find
the right product to suit specific facility safety and customer service needs.
For facilities looking for a simplistic solution to keep wet umbrellas under control, basic umbrella stands and
cans are available in 3 eye-catching finishes: Satin Aluminum, Satin Black, and combination Satin
Aluminum/Black. Stands and cans are designed to accommodate up to 30 umbrellas, providing an effective
solution for low-to-moderately trafficked facilities and office buildings.
Automatic umbrella wrappers are also available for hotels, high-end retail outlets, and other commercial
properties looking to make a lasting first impression with guests. These freestanding units contain disposable
umbrella bags within a vertical insertion chamber, enabling guests to insert wet umbrellas into the unit to have
them quickly and conveniently bagged in a single fluid motion.
Automatic umbrella wrappers provide superior water control and prevent trails of rainwater from forming
dangerous puddles and slick spots across tile, hardwood, and other walking surfaces. Best of all, guests keep
possession of their umbrella while shopping, dining, and enjoying their stay.
There has never been a better time to get proactive in preventing rainy day accidents. Starting today and
extending through February, Umbrella Bagger invites all businesses to shop umbrella wrappers, stands, and
storage racks on UmbrellaBagger.com. All online orders receive free shipping and a 100% Price Match
Guarantee.
For more information, readers are invited to shop wet umbrella bag stands on UmbrellaBagger.com or call
Client Services at 855-328-8100.
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Contact Information
Mike Blumberg
Umbrella Bagger
http://www.umbrellabagger.com
+1 855-328-8100
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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